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Abstract

While the approach taken to date to study Trichinella spp., involves mainly characterization of individual genes of interest,
we initiated a genomics approach as an antecedent to more complete genome sequencing. Our approach involves use of
expressed sequence tags (ESTs) obtained from three life cycle stages of Trichinella spiralis; adult worms (AD), mature muscle
larvae (ML) and immature L1 larvae (immL1, also known as newborn larvae) (Mitreva et al., 2004a) to improve the technical
capacity for research on Trichinella spp. and to generate information that will aid prospective development of relevant
hypotheses. In this review, we will summarize findings of our EST analysis and discuss how they relate to topics mentioned
above. The foundation laid by this data will also contribute toward development of a more substantial genomic database and
technical capacity to dissect molecular interactions between vertebrate hosts and Trichinella spp.
# 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Background

Trichinella spp. are intracellular parasites of
vertebrates with an entire life cycle confined to the
host. These parasites alternate between enteric and

muscle phases of infection and several species are
known to cause mortality and/or morbidity in humans.
The parasites establish remarkable intracellular inter-
actions with different host cell types when adapting to
these diverse habitats (intestinal mucosal epithelial
cells, striated skeletal muscle cells). While a wide
range of changes are induced in host cells by
infections with Trichinella spp., these are poorly
characterized with regard to mechanisms involved and
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significance to parasite survival. Furthermore, the role
of the parasite in regulating these host cell changes
remains largely unresolved. While Trichinella spiralis
is the topic of this paper, other Trichinella spp. exhibit
biological differences that encompass host specificity,
phenotypic characteristics induced in infected host
cells and interactions with the host immune system, to
name a few. Additionally, each of these parasites must
migrate extracellularly through host tissues in order to
infect the various host cells they inhabit. Mechanisms
involved in this migration are unresolved. The topics
mentioned above are only a few of the mysteries about
Trichinella spp. that need to be solved. A number of
technical obstacles exist that impede progress on many
of these issues, including a paucity of information on
the genes that comprise Trichinella spp.

Moving beyond Trichinella spp., the vast majority
of molecular information available for nematodes
comes from secernentean clades III–V (Blaxter et al.,
1998; Dorris et al., 1999). As recently as August 2000,
the only adenophorean nematode (clades I and II)
sequences deposited in dbEST were 149 ESTs from
Trichuris muris. As of January 2004 that number has
risen to 16,232, the majority from Washington
University and collaborators (12,950 ESTs, www.ne-
matode.net, Wylie et al., 2003) and Edinburgh
University and Sanger Centre (2714 ESTs, www.ne-
matodes.org, Parkinson et al., 2004). While adeno-
phorean orders such as the Trichocephalida
(Trichinella, Trichuris, Capillaria), Mermithida, Dor-
ylaimida, and Mononchida remain largely unexplored
territory for genomic studies, the new ESTs from T.
spiralis (Mitreva et al., 2004a) provided an entry point
toward a deep understanding of the phylum nematoda.

2. Estimation of the number of T. spiralis genes
represented by the dataset

ESTs from the investigated stages were sorted in
order to estimate the total number of genes represented
(Fig. 1). NemaGene clustering was used (McCarter
et al., 2003) to organize into contigs all ESTs
representing nearly identical transcripts. Contigs were
then grouped into non-redundant clusters, which were
expected to include alleles or splice isoforms of a gene.
Rarely, clusters may also include highly related gene
family members. Finally, the predicted level of

fragmentation (non-overlapping clusters representing
the same gene;Mitreva et al., 2004b)was calculated and
subtracted from the total gene estimate. Hence, the
10,130 ESTs obtained from immL1, ML and AD, were
organized into 3454 clusters (Fig. 1). Discounting for
‘fragmentation’ the estimated gene number for this EST
set is 3262 (Mitreva et al., 2004a). Based on known
genomic information from Caenorhabditis elegans
(The C. elegans Sequencing Consortium, 1998), this
number could represent 17% of all the T. spiralis genes.

This set of clusters and corresponding predicted
proteins supported a variety of analyses with relevance
to several areas of T. spiralis research, including
phylogenetic relationships within the phylum nema-
toda, as described below.

3. Functional considerations

Using the non-redundant catalog of T. spiralis
genes, BLAST homology searches indicated that 56%
had homology to proteins from other species (Fig. 1),
while 44% lacked any BLAST homology and were
placed in the category of ‘novel’ proteins. The number
of predicted novel proteins may be an overestimate,
but the data lead us to expect that a large volume of
new information will result from a more complete
analysis of the T. spiralis genome.
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Fig. 1. Organization applied to the T. spiralis ESTs to improve data
quality and to estimate the total number of represented genes.
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In addition, potential functional information on
translated cluster sequences was obtained by several
other analyses, alone or in combination. Thirty-four
percent (1172) of translated clusters had homology to
InterPro protein domains (Apweiler et al., 2001) and
18% mapped to Gene Ontology pathways (The Gene
Ontology Consortium, 2000). Additional information
came from enzyme commission (E.C.) numbers
coupled with mapping to metabolic pathways (Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes; Kanehisa and
Goto, 2000). Collectively, predicted proteins provide
information for a wide-spectrum of putative functions,
which can be used for development of hypotheses
relating to cellular and biochemical characteristics of
these parasites.

Because the different investigated stages of T.
spiralis perform distinct roles in the life cycle, proteins
that distinguish these stages may convey important
functional information. Stage-specific information
was integrated with other functional analyses,
including methods to identify prospective secreted
proteins. This was done because proteins secreted
from the parasite have potential for mediating
interactions with host cells or products, including
immune interactions. We found that a high percentage
of clusters (87%) were represented by only one of the
three stages (Fig. 2). A limited EST sample size might
explain this result for some clusters. In the case of
clusters with high representation by ESTs, 17 of the 25

most abundant clusters were exclusive to one or two of
the three stages investigated. The high representation
increases the probability for identification of bona fide
developmentally regulated genes. In the case of the
TspE1 protein antigen (Arasu et al., 1994), our data
agreed with previous observations on expression by
ML and AD, but not immL1. In the case of the p43
DNase II-like protein (MacLea et al., 2003), expres-
sion of that gene appears to be restricted to ML
(Vassilatis et al., 1992). However, expression of a
diverse family of p43 homologs, all distinct from p43,
was detected exclusively in immL1. Because TspE1
and p43 are secreted, they are suspected of contribut-
ing to the host–parasite interaction, either in muscle
cells or during the enteric phase of infection. In this
context, the newly recognized p43 homologs
expressed by immL1 raise numerous questions about
possible functions of these proteins in the life cycle.
While other developmental differences were sug-
gested (Mitreva et al., 2004a), this brief account
indicates the value of the general approach in
elucidating genes that are developmentally regulated
during the T. spiralis life cycle.

A wide range of other predicted proteins were
identified with potential significance to host–parasite
interactions, developmental regulation, metabolism,
etc. Some of the issues that these findings touched on
are summarized below. Homologs were identified for
enzymes involved in glycan synthesis. These enzymes
are of high interest, given the unusual properties of T.
spiralis glycans (Appleton and Romaris, 2001) and
their relationship to host immune responses (Denkers
et al., 1990). About 50 predicted kinases and
phosphatases were identified, which besides potential
significance for intracellular signaling, might also be
relevant to the unique extracellular nucleotide
metabolism discovered in ML (Smith et al., 2000).
Parasite enzymes that mediate or modulate proteolytic
functions warrant interest because of their potential in
facilitating tissue migration, other interactions with
host cells and protection against digestion by the host
(inhibitors). A spectrum of predicted proteinases
(serine, cysteine, metallo and aspartic) and proteinase
inhibitors (serpins and cystatins) were identified.
Some of these are potentially stage-specific, and some
related proteolytic activities have been detected in
excretory and secretory products of this parasite. A
range of predicted antioxidant enzymes were identi-
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Fig. 2. Distribution of clusters based on life stage of origin: ( )
number of singletons, it is expected that further sampling of the

libraries will increase representation by multiple stages.



fied, which could be important in protecting the
parasite from reactive oxygen or nitrogen species of
host or parasite origin.

The data mentioned above provide rich source of
information that is relevant to current and future
research on T. spiralis.

4. Phylogenetic relationships

BLAST analysis identified several classes of
predicted protein sequences with potential phyloge-
netic significance (Fig. 3), which in some cases may
relate to parasite control strategies. One class involved
proteins with homology across diverse clades of
nematodes (61 clusters), e.g. inclusive of clades I and
V, but nevertheless were restricted to the phylum
nematoda (nematode-specific). This class is likely to
included proteins that represent ancestral features of
nematodes, and hence determinants in the evolution of
this specific animal group. Therefore, proteins in this
class may be important for investigations on broad-
spectrum control strategies.

A second class was proteins that are broadly
conserved across diverse nematode species, whether
restricted to this phylum or not. This class also
represents potential targets that are attractive for
parasite control strategies. In this context and the

preceding examples, RNA interference investigations
in C. elegans have identified numerous genes that are
required for survival or normal function of this
nematode (Kamath et al., 2003). Of those, we found
463 C. elegans genes that encode protein homologs of
predicted T. spiralis proteins. Since T. spiralis
homologs in this set may have similar significance
for function or survival, this example identifies one
approach that could accelerate discovery of new
nematode targets for parasite control.

A third class involved proteins (30 clusters) with
homology restricted to clade I nematodes, and
specifically Trichinella spp. and Trichuris spp.
Proteins in this class are of interest because they
may include molecular determinants with specific
importance in the evolution of clade I nematodes, or
subgroups of those nematodes. In relation to this
hierarchical evaluation of proteins along nematode
phylogenetic lines, the T. spiralis proteins described
above as ‘novel’ could include specific adaptations
confined to this parasite, or other species in the genus.
Hence, these interspecies comparisons may provide a
molecular outline for nematode evolution at several
levels.

Clade I nematodes are thought to have diverged
very early from many other animal and plant parasitic
nematodes (Blaxter et al., 1998). Hence, gene and
protein data available from T. spiralis may aid
predictions on molecular conservation and diversity
across the phylum. Our results support that view and
provide expectations that additional genomic sequen-
cing of clade I nematodes will significantly clarify
genomic content and organization among species that
comprise this phylum.

5. Future directions

The genomic approach involving generation and
analysis of T. spiralis ESTs produced many benefits on
which we can build. While clearly only a beginning,
these advances have stimulated high expectations that
sequencing the genome of T. spiralis and related
Trichinella spp. will be extremely useful. In this
context, T. spiralis was selected for genomic sequen-
cing (http://www.genome.gov/12511858), which will
be accomplished through the Genome Sequencing
Center at Washington University in St. Louis (http://
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Fig. 3. Distribution of BLAST matches facilitating prioritizing

targets for anthelmintic and nematocide development: ( ) Clade

I-specific and ( ) nematode-specific with C. elegans homolog

having RNAi phenotype.
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www.genome.gov/page.cfm?pageID=10002154).
Selection of T. spiralis was prompted by our EST
analysis and the expected value of clade I genomic
information to clarify evolutionary limits of diversity
within the phylum nematoda. This genomic informa-
tion will have important implications regarding
development of nematicides against plant and animal
pathogens. The data will also make available specific
parasite proteins to directly test those implications.
Concepts on molecular evolution of nematodes and
parasites are expected to progress significantly by
integrating comparative genomics and biological
observations among species from diverse nematode
clades. For T. spiralis specifically, more complete
genomic data will greatly enhance proteomics
approaches to investigate parasite proteins that
localize to relevant host compartments, e.g. host
muscle cell nuclei, intestinal lumen and associated
cells, or tissues through which the parasite migrates.
Genomic data offer a means to develop microarray
techniques that will efficiently assess expression of
genes comprising the genome during the entire
development of the parasite. Existing data from
investigations involving ESTs and single parasite
genes heightens anticipation of this potential. Finally,
a genomic database for T. spiralis represents a first
step toward comparative genomics among species of
this genus. This prospect is particularly appealing
given the differences in host–parasite interactions,
species specificity and epidemiology demonstrated by
these pathogens.
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